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Abstract— Steganography is the technique of hiding any 

secret information like data, password and image behind any 

cover file. In this paper we propose a method which is an 

audio-video crypto steganography system which is the 

combination of audio steganography and video 

steganography using some computer forensic technique for 

the secure communication. Our motto is to hide confidential 

information behind image and audio of video file. Since 

video contains the audio file as well as many still frames of 

images i.e. video frames. We can select a particular frame 

and audio from video file for hiding our secret 

information.LSB algorithm can be used for image 

steganography and RLSB algorithm can be used for audio 

steganography. Advanced Encryption Standard algorithm 

can be used for encryption and decryption of data. With the 

help of parameter appropriate parameters like PSNR value, 

histogram is obtained at both the receiver side and 

transmitter sides which are found to be identical at both ends 

for increasing data security. Hence the security of the data 

can be enhanced and as well as video quality is also 

maintained. This method can be used in fields such as 

medical and defense which requires real time processing. 

Key words:  LSB, Data Hiding, PSNR value, Cryptography, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this digital world the data security and communication is 

demanding day by day. The most excited thing is to know 

that the advancement in these fields had led to the 

improvement in secure data transmission. Broad band 

internet connections almost an errorless transmission of data 

helps people to distribute large multimedia files and makes 

identical data copies of them. Sending sensitive messages 

and files over the internet are transmitted in an unsecured 

form but everyone has got something to keep in secret. The 

aim of steganography is to hide the secret data inside the 

cover medium without changing the overall quality of cover 

medium. In steganography actual information is not 

maintained in its original format but is converted in such a 

way that it can be hidden inside multimedia file e.g. audio, 

image and video. The current industries mainly demands for 

digital watermarking and finger printing of audio and video 

steganography. The music and movie industries are 

continually searching for new methods for steganography. 

In “broadcast monitoring” broadcast detectors are used to 

extract the watermark of a given file or medium and report 

to the broadcasting events to notify the owner or distributor 

of broadcast status (medium played, date and time).since 

internet is now the major medium for the communication 

and data transfer purpose it become necessary for each 

nation to make some counter measures to prevent the cyber 

frauds. The steganography remains intact under transmission 

and transformation allowing us to protect our secret data. 

For this the image is converted into bit stream and this bit 

stream is then embedded in the changing frame. The 

cybercrimes are also reporting rapidly nowadays hence the 

steganographic methods should be that much effective and 

secure so that crimes can be minimized for that 

cryptography should be combined with steganography for 

the security of the data come information. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The paper discusses the combination of cryptography with 

adaptive steganography for audio video sequence with AES 

algorithm as the cryptography algorithm. As the encryption 

increases the PSNR value also gets increased. This paper 

discusses method for audio steganography and LSB method 

is found to be more secure. The paper explains the advanced 

encryption standard algorithm for the encryption and 

decryption purpose and it consumes minimum time and it is 

less complex. The author explains how an image can be 

hidden in AVI video using LSB method. Security techniques 

are used to find the parameters such as frame number, width 

and height of the image, PSNR and histogram of the image 

before and after hiding. If all the verification of these 

parameters is found to be correct the data is send to receiver. 

Fig-1 shows the block diagram of the Main concept. 

 
Fig. 1: Main Concept 
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III. SELECTING AUDIO-VIDEO FILE 

Following are the steps for selecting Audio- Video File for 

the purpose of hiding data into the audio file    and the 

frames of the video file:  

(1) Select any audio-video file in which user wants to 

hide data. 

(2) Separate audio file and video frames from selected 

video by using available software „FFMPEG 

Separator‟. 

(3) Save the audio and video frames separately. 

IV. VIDEO STEGANOGRAPHY (AT TRANSMITTER SIDE) 

A. Data Encryption using AES algorithm: 

(1) Here, we are using AES algorithm for encrypting 

the secret message or data that we are going to 

embed into audio file. 

(2) Data string consists of secret message. 

(3) That generates the encrypted message. 

B. Creating Stego Audio File: 

(1) We are hiding the encrypted message into the audio 

file. 

(2) And for hiding purpose we are using LSB 

algorithm. 

(3) That will generate the Stego audio file. 

C. Creating Stego Video Frame: 

(1) We are selecting a frame from the generated video 

frames. 

(2) In the selected frame we are hiding the key of AES 

algorithm using RLSB method. 

(3) That will generate the Stego video frame. 

(4) That selected frame will be use for authentication 

purpose at Receiver side. 

D. Merging Stego Audio File and Stego Video Frame For 

creating Stego Video File: 

(1) Combining Stego Audio and Stego Video Frames 

using same software i.e. FFMPEG     Software. 

(2) This video file will contain the hidden secret 

message and key use for decryption as well as 

authentication and that video will send to receiver. 

E. Data Encryption Using AES Algorithm: 

(1) Here, we are using AES algorithm for encrypting 

the secret message or data that we are going to 

embed into audio file. 

(2) Data string consists of secret message. 

(3) That generates the encrypted message. 

F. Creating Stego Audio File: 

(1) We are hiding the encrypted message into the audio 

file. 

(2) And for hiding purpose we are using LSB 

algorithm. 

(3) That will generate the Stego audio file. 

G. Creating Stego Video Frame: 

(1) We are selecting a frame from the generated video 

frames. 

(2) In the selected frame we are hiding the key of AES 

algorithm using RLSB method. 

(3) That will generate the Stego video frame. 

(4) That selected frame will be use for authentication 

purpose at Receiver side. 

H. Merging Stego Audio File and Stego Video Frame For 

creating Stego Video File: 

(1) Combining Stego Audio and Stego Video Frames 

using same software i.e. FFMPEG     Software. 

(2) This video file will contain the hidden secret 

message and key use for decryption as well as 

authentication and that video will send to receiver 

V. AUTHENTICATION (AT RECEIVER SIDE) 

(1) After receiving the Stego Audio-Video File at 

receiver side again separate the Audio file and 

Video Frames using same Software FFMPEG from 

received Stego Video. 

(2) Enter the frame number that frame number should 

be same at Sender side and at Receiver side then 

only the authentication process start else it will 

abort. 

(3) Then the key will extracted from that particular 

frame. 

(4) At the end, we will get the Audio file and the key. 

VI. SECRET MESSAGE RECOVERY FROM  STEGO AUDIO FILE 

(1) From Separated Audio file we are going to extract 

cipher text i.e. encrypted message by using LSB 

algorithm. 

(2) After getting the encrypted message we are going 

to apply the key that we have already extracted 

from video frame. 

(3) That will decrypt the message and it will produce 

the plain text or secret data. 

VII. ALGORITHMS USED 

A. Algorithm For Data Encryption and Decryption- 

1) Advanced Encryption Standard: 

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) was published by 

NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) in 

2001. AES uses a one key for encryption and decryption 

thus it is a symmetric block cipher that is intended to replace 

DES as the approved standard for a wide range of 

applications.AES is a block cipher with a block length of 

128 bits. AES is based on a design principle known as a 

substitution-permutation network, combination of both 

substitution and permutation, and is fast in both hardware 

and software. Unlike the former algorithm DES, AES does 

not use a Feistel network. AES is a variant of Rijndael 

which has a fixed block size of 128 bits, and a key size of 

128, 192, or 256 bits. By contrast, the Rijndael specification 

is specified with block and key sizes that may be any 

multiple of 32 bits, both with a minimum of 128 and a 

maximum of 256 bits. AES defined cipher in which the 

block length and the key length can be independently 

specified to be 128, 192, or 256 bits. The cipher consists of 

N rounds, where the number of rounds depends on the key 

length: 10 rounds for a 16-byte key; 12 rounds for 24-byte 

key; and 14 rounds for a 32-byte key. The first N – 1 round 

consist of four distinct transformation functions: Sub Bytes, 

Shift Rows, Mix Columns, and AddRoundKey. The final 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Substitution-permutation_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feistel_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Block_size_%28cryptography%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Key_size
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round contains only 3 transformations, and there is an initial 

single transformation (AddRoundKey) before the first 

round, which can be considered Round 0.AES operates on a 

4×4 column-major order matrix of bytes, termed the state, 

although some versions of Rijndael have a larger block size 

and have additional columns in the state. Most AES 

calculations are done in a special finite field. 

B. Algorithm For Hiding Data into Audio and Video 

Frames- 

1) Least Significant Bit : 

LSB (Least Significant Bit) substitution is the process of 

adjusting the least significant bit pixels of the carrier image. 

It is a simple approach for embedding message into the 

image. The LSB substitution varies according to number of 

bits in an image. For an 8 bit image, the least significant bit 

i.e., the 8
th

 bit of each byte of the image is changed to the bit 

of secret message. LSB is more effective in using PNG 

images since the compression in PNG is lossless. This 

method of substitution is simple and easy to retrieve the data 

and the image quality remains better so that it provides good 

security. 

Suppose we want to encode letter „C‟ that‟s ASCII 

value is 67 and it is represented in binary form as 01000011 

in the following 8 bytes of carrier file. 

 
Table 1: Raw Data 

Becomes, when the letter „C‟, which binary 

representation is 01000001 embedded into the least 

significant bits of this part of the image. If we overlay these 

8 bits over the LSB of the 8 bytes above, we get the 

following (where bits in bold have been changed). 

 
Table 2: Changed Data 

Here the letter „C‟ was embedded into the grid, 

only the 4 bits needed to be changed according to the 

embedded message. On average, only few or half of the bits 

in a carrier image will need to be modified to hide a secret 

message using the maximum cover size or carrier file. 

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYISIS AND RESULTS 

The main benefit of this method is that the quality of the 

audio-video file may not be compromised even after 

embedding the data. Since LSB substitution is done in audio 

file, the quality and robustness is not at all disturbed in the 

case of video frames also after embedding data and mixing 

the secret image the quality of the video is not disturbed. 

 
 

 

 

STEGANOGRAPHY 

Original Image After Steganogrpahy Encryption 

Image Name Image Size PSNR Average Distance MSE 

a.png 1024/768 0 
1.40E-05 

 
0 

Table 3: Steganography Calculation 

CHANGED PIXEL 

R G B 

0 0 11 

Table 4: Changed in Pixel Values 

A. Peak Signal To Noise Ratio 

PSNR is measured in decibels (dB). PSNR is a good 

measure for comparing restoration results for the same 

image, but between-image comparisons of PSNR are 

meaningless. 

 

IX. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

In today‟s world, we often listen a popular term “Hacking”. 

Hacking is nothing but an unauthorized access of data which 

can be grabbing at the time of data transmission. With 

respect to Steganography at at the time of attack, attacker 

tries to get the hidden data from the cover file. 

Steganography along with Cryptography may be some of 

the future solution for this above mentioned problem. So, 

whatever be the technique will be developed in future, 

degree of security related with that has to be kept in mind. 

The majority of today‟s steganographic systems use 

multimedia objects like image, audio, video etc as cover 

media because people often transmit digital pictures over 

email and other Internet communication In the near future, 

the most important use of steganographic techniques will 

probably be lying in the field of digital watermarking. 

By using this technique we split the video file into 

many frames and hide key in only one frame. It is time 

consuming .In future we can extract only one frame from 

video file and hide key behind it. The future work on this 

technique is to improve the compression ratio of the image 

to the text and in this paper we are using LSB technique for 

hiding data into images in this we are dealing with the RGB 

components of image so in future we can deal with the only 

one component of image it may be R or G or B by using 

Enhanced LSB technique. This reduces the distortion level 

of image component. 

X. APPLICATIONS 

T    This application can be used in military for sending and 

retrieving highly confidential data. In Corporate 

environment, we can use this application to send highly 

sensitive information such as medical records, and credit 

and ATM card numbers, financial documents. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Column-major_order
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finite_field_arithmetic
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XI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have introduced a robust method of hiding 

secret message into audio- video file. This method is to 

provide a good, efficient method for hiding the secret 

information from hackers and sent to the destination safely. 

This proposed system will not change the size of the file 

even after encoding and also suitable for any type of audio 

file format. Data hiding in audio-video file using 

steganography methods such as AES algorithm for 

encryption, decryption and LSB algorithm for video 

steganography provide better hiding capacity and security. 

The LSB substitution technique provides an easy way to 

embed information in images. The proposed scheme used in 

this paper encrypts the secret information before embedding 

it in the image.  

Thus we conclude that audio data hiding techniques 

can be used for a number of purposes other than hidden 

communication or deniable data storage, information tracing 

and finger printing. As the sky is not limit so is not for the 

development. Humans are now the way to go beyond his 

own boundaries to make every thought possible and present 

it to the world. So similarly these operations described 

above can be further modified as it is in the world of 

Information Technology. 
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